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SIMPLICIAL TORIC VARIETIES AS LEAF SPACES
FIAMMETTA BATTAGLIA AND DAN ZAFFRAN
ABSTRACT. We present a summary of some results from our article [BZ1]
and other recent results on the so-called LVMB manifolds. We emphasize
some features by taking a different point of view. We present a simple
variant of the Delzant construction, in which the group that is used to
perform the symplectic reduction can be chosen of arbitrarily high di-
mension, and is always connected.
INTRODUCTION
At the workshop held in Rome in 16-20 November 2015, for the 60th
birthday of Simon Salamon, the first author presented a joint article with
Dan Zaffran [BZ1]. In this note we make a summary of various results,
including previous and subsequent literature, concerning the relation be-
tween a special class of compact foliated complex manifolds, called LVMB
manifolds, toric geometry, and convex geometry; we will simultaneously
treat the rational and nonrational cases. In particular we will dwelve on
some aspects of the article [BZ1] that have been left aside in the published
version or that were not developed at the time. Among the last, a variant
of the Delzant procedure.
We are interested in the relationship between three different classes of
objects; we first describe each of them briefly.
LVM manifolds originated in the context of dynamical systems. They
form a large class of non-Ka¨hler, compact, complex manifolds, introduced
between 1997 and 2001 in works by Lopez de Medrano, Verjovsky, and
Meersseman [LdM-V, M]. Their construction was generalized by Bosio
[Bos], who obtained a larger class, which we will refer to as LVMB man-
ifolds. The classical starting datum for the construction of an LVMB man-
ifold is a set of holomorphic vector fields, inducing a Cm-action on Cn,
together with a choice of a saturated open subset of Cn for which the space
of orbits is a compact complex manifold, interestingly non Ka¨hler. Each
LVMB manifold N is also endowed with a holomorphic foliation F , as
shown in [16,17] for LVM manifolds and in [8] for LVMB manifolds.
The theory of toric varieties is by now classical. Simplicial toric varieties
are algebraic manifolds with at most finite quotient singularities. They can
be seen as compactifications of a torus (C∗)n. There are several reference
texts for toric varieties theory, among them [Ful, CLS, O]. The standard
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starting datum for the construction of a compact simplicial toric variety is
a complete simplicial rational fan.
A fan is a set of convex polyhedral cones having certain properties. Re-
call that a cone in a vector space is the set of nonnegative linear combi-
nations of a finite number of vectors, that generate the cone. Each vector
generates a nonnegative half line, called a ray of the cone. A cone is simpli-
cial if it admits a set of linearly independent generators. Let L be a lattice
in the vector space L ⊗Z R. A cone in L ⊗Z R is rational if each of its rays
has nonempty intersection with L. A fan is simplicial if each of its cones is
simplicial, and it is rational in L⊗Z R if each of its cones is rational. In this
work we will consider fans and other related convex objects.
Now, is there a relation between LVMB manifolds and toric varieties? Is
there a relation between certain linear Cm-actions on Cn and fans? What
happens when the fan is nonrational? What is a nonrational fan? Is a fan
the appropriate convex object? What are the similarities and differences
between LVMB manifolds and toric manifolds? In the present article we
try to give an answer to these questions.
Recall that a fan in a vector space is complete if the union of its cones
is the whole space; it is polytopal if it is the fan normal to a polytope. In
[MV] Meersseman and Verjovsky establish a precise relationship between
LVM manifolds and compact simplicial projective toric varieties—that is,
varieties associated to complete, simplicial, polytopal fans. They prove that
the leaf space of an LVM manifold whose starting datum satisfies a further
rationality condition—condition (K)—is a simplicial projective toric vari-
ety. Conversely, any simplicial projective toric variety can be obtained as
leaf space of an LVM manifolds of that kind. In order to prove this last
result they use Gale duality combined with symplectic reduction.
But what happens when the fan is not polytopal or nonrational?
Cupit-Foutou and Zaffran in [CZ] establish that the class of LVM man-
ifolds is strictly included in the LVMB family. Battisti further proves in
[B] that an LVMB manifold is LVM if and only if the corresponding fan is
polytopal.
How can we deal with the nonrational case? In classical toric geometry,
when one considers a rational fan in Rd, there are two data that are usually
taken for granted: a lattice, and, in the lattice, a set of primitive vectors,
each of which a generator of a fan ray. In order to extend this setting to the
nonrational case one needs to reconsider these data. Let us illustrate how
from our view-point. We introduce a convex object that allows to encode
all of these data: a triangulated vector configuration. This is a pair {V, T },
where V = (v1, . . . , vn) is a configuration (ordered and allowing repeti-
tions) of vectors in Rd, and T is a collection of subsets of {1, . . . , n} with
suitable properties, called a triangulation of V . Consider for example a ra-
tional fan in a latticeLwith h rays, and, for each ray, its primitive generator.
Then, a corresponding triangulated vector configuration is a (non-unique)
pair {V, T } such that: SpanZ(V ) = L; the first h vectors in V are the selected
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generators of the h fan rays; the triangulation T carries the combinatorial
information that determines the subcollections of {v1, . . . , vn} that gener-
ate all of the fan cones. Notice that n > h may be needed, for example
in case the set of primitive ray generators is not a generating set of L. As
an example, consider the rational simplicial fan in R2 = Z2 ⊗Z R drawn
in the picture. Its associated toric variety is CP 1 × CP 1 blown up at one
point. A corresponding triangulated vector configuration is {V, T }, with
V = ( (1, 0), (0, 1), (−1, 0), (−1, 1), (0,−1) ) and T the triangulation whose
maximal simplices are {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}, {4, 5}, {5, 1}}; here h = n = 5.
v4
v2
v1v3
v5
We may now wonder what is preserved if each of the five rays of the above
fan is rotated, so as to obtain a new fan, whose rays divide the plane into
five congruent cones. The vectors of V are rotated as well, into new vec-
tors, while we may keep the same triangulation. Thus we obtain a new
triangulated vector configuration {V ′, T }, whose vectors are generators of
the new fan rays. However, the Z-Span of V ′ is not a lattice but a Z-module
of higher rank, dense inR2. We could re-scale the vectors of V ′, for example
into five unitary vectors. This would produce a new vector configuration
{V ′′, T }. But there is no rescaling such that the Z-Span of V ′′ is a lattice. In
fact the new fan is nonrational, that is, there is no lattice that has non-empty
intersection with each of its rays.
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Hence, the notion of triangulated vector configuration still makes sense in
the nonrational case, but there is no lattice. The idea, due to Prato, is to
replace the lattice with a quasilattice, that is the Z-Span of a generating set
of Rn. Then the convex datum becomes a triple—which we will call Prato’s
datum—given by: a fan, a choice of rays generators, a choice of a quasi-
lattice containing these generators [P]. Notice that, with such a choice,
each ray intersects the quasilattice, however, the notion of primitive vec-
tor does not make sense any longer. As shown in the above examples, a
Prato’s datum can be naturally encoded in a single convex object: a tri-
angulated vector configuration. Notice that there are many triangulated
vector configurations that encode a given Prato’s datum. The theory of
vector configurations, as developed in [DL-R-S], provides a precise link be-
tween triangulated vector configurations, sets of holomorphic vector fields
as used in LVMB theory, fans and convex polytopes. In particular Gale
duality plays an important role in connecting these different aspects. This
view-point was developed in [BZ1]. The vector configurations that we con-
sider must satisfy two further technical conditions—already considered in
[MV]—they must be balanced and odd: balanced means that the sum of
the vectors of V is zero, moreover we require that n − d is odd. This does
not mean a loss in generality. For example, let{
( (1, 0), (0, 1), (−1, 1), (−1, 0), (0,−1) ), T
}
be the triangulated vector configuration considered above, which is not
balanced. Consider the new triangulated vector configuration{
( (1, 0), (0, 1), (−1, 1), (−1, 0), (0,−1), (1,−1), (0, 0) ), T
}
.
The Z-Span of the vectors is still Z2 but n = 7, h = 5. The first 5 vectors
are the same as before, namely the primitive generators of the fan rays. The
new vectors, v6 = (1,−1) and v7 = (0, 0), will be referred to as ghost vec-
tors. The new triangulated vector configuration is balanced and odd. By
Gale duality, we obtain a (non unique) C2-action on C7. This action, to-
gether with T , in turn gives rise to an LVM manifold (N,F) of complex
dimension 4. The leaf space N/F is biholomorphic to CP 1 × CP 1 blown
up at one point, associated with the rational fan drawn at page 3. Consider
now the triangulated vector configuration {V ′′, T }, whose five vectors are
the five roots of z5 = 1 in C. It is balanced and odd. As above this yields
a (non unique) LVM manifold (N,F) of complex dimension 3. The leaf
space N/F is biholomorphic to the toric quasifold of complex dimension 2
described in [BP1, Example 2.9]. In general, in [BZ1], for each given odd,
balanced, triangulated vector configuration {V, T }, not necessarily rational
or polytopal, we are able to associate, via Gale duality, a (non unique) Cm-
action on Cn. This, together with T , in turn determines an LVMB manifold
(N,F). However, the complex leaf space N/F , endowed with the quotient
topology, only depends on the Prato’s datum encoded in the triangulated
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vector configuration, whilst its cohomology only depends on the combina-
torial type of the fan [Ba, BZ1]
More precisely, let ∆ be the fan associated with {V, T }, that is whose
rays are generated by the first h vectors of V . When the Z-Span of V is a
lattice and the first h vectors, that is, the rays generators, are primitive, the
leaf space is the simplicial toric variety associated with the rational fan ∆.
This may be either a manifold or may have finite quotient singularities. If
some of the first h vectors are not primitive, the leaf space is the toric va-
riety associated with ∆, equipped with an equivariant orbifold structure
[MV]. The construction of these toric orbifolds was introduced by Lerman-
Tolman in [LT] in the symplectic set-up; they define the notion of labeled
polytope to keep track of the vectors that are integer multiples of primi-
tive rays generators. When the Z-Span of V is a quasilattice, then the leaf
space is the complex toric quasifold corresponding to the Prato’s datum
encoded in {V, T }: we are referring here to the construction of toric quasi-
folds, which was introduced by Prato in the symplectic set up, together
with the notion of quasifold, a generalization of orbifold [P]. Complex toric
quasifolds were then defined in [BP1].
Conversely, a toric manifold, orbifold, or quasifold is always the leaf
space of an LVMB manifold. This is proved in [MV] in the polytopal case,
for the toric manifold and orbifold cases. In [BZ1] we extend this result in
both directions, namely to nonpolytopal and nonrational fans. This pro-
vides also an extension of complex toric quasifolds (and therefore of com-
plex toric orbifolds) to the nonpolytopal case.
We then focus on the polytopal case. Recall that a toric variety is pro-
jective if and only if its associated fan is polytopal. In the same spirit,
for LVMB manifolds, we have the following result, due to several authors:
the foliation in an LVMB manifold is transversely Ka¨hler if and only if the
manifold is LVM. Part of the inverse implication was proved by Lœb and
Nicolau in [LN] and then extended by Meersseman to the general LVM
case. The direct implication was conjectured by Cupit-Foutou and Zaffran
in [CZ] and recently proved by Ishida in [I]. We recall these results and
list a series of other characterizations of polytopality. Finally, we present
a variant of the Delzant construction that naturally derives from our view
point and we extend to the nonrational setting some results by [MV].
1. PRELIMINARIES
1.1. Construction of LVMB-manifolds. We briefly describe the construc-
tions of LVMB manifolds. Consider a configuration of points Λ = (Λ1, . . . ,Λn)
in affine space Cm, that is, a finite ordered list. Repetitions are allowed but
we assume that Λ is not contained in a proper affine subspace. We define
a row vector for each j = 1, . . . , n: ΛRj := [ | Re(Λj) | | Im(Λj) | ] ∈ R2m.
A basis is a subset τ∗ of {1, · · · , n}, of cardinality 2m + 1, such that the in-
terior C˚α of the convex hull of (ΛRj )j∈τ∗ is non empty. Now let us pair the
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configuration Λ with a combinatorial datum, as we do when, for a given
vector configuration, we take a triangulation. A virtual chamber T ∗ of the
configuration Λ is a collection of bases
{
τ∗α
}
α
that satisfy Bosio’s conditions
[Bos], that is:
(i) C˚α ∩ C˚β 6= ∅ for every α, β;
(ii) for every τ∗α ∈ T ∗ and every i /∈ τ∗α,
there exists j ∈ τ∗ such that (τ∗α \ {j}) ∪ {i} ∈ T ∗.
We show in the picture an example with n = 6 and
T ∗ =
{
{135}, {246}, {136}, {235}, {145}, {146}, {236}, {245}
}
,
to facilitate visualization, we add colors and show on the right hand side
slight translations of the C˚α’s:
Λ1 Λ2
Λ3Λ6
Λ4Λ5
In general,
⋂
α C˚α = ∅. We say that a virtual chamber is a chamber when
all C˚α’s do have a common intersection. Example with n = 6 and T ∗ ={
{124}, {134}, {135}, {136}, {235}, {236}, {245}, {246}
}
:
Λ1 Λ2
Λ3Λ6
Λ4Λ5
We’ll see below that the special case when a virtual chamber is a chamber
corresponds in the toric context to a fan being polytopal (or a toric variety
being projective), and in the context of LVMB theory to a manifold being
transversely Ka¨hler.
An LVMB datum {Λ, T ∗} is a configuration Λ = (Λ1, . . . ,Λn) in Cm, with
n ≥ 2m+ 1, together with a choice of a virtual chamber T ∗. We now show
how to define a compact complex manifold N from an LVMB datum. From
the virtual chamber T ∗ we define a subset U(T ∗) of CPn−1 as follows: for
each τ∗ ∈ T ∗, define Uτ∗ :=
{
[z1 : · · · : zn] ∈ CPn−1 | ∀j ∈ τ∗, zj 6= 0
}
and
take
U(T ∗) :=
⋃
τ∗∈T ∗
Uτ∗ .
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We write Λ as the matrix
Λ =
 | Λ1 |...
| Λn |
 ∈ Cn×m
and define the subspace h ⊂ Cn as the span of the m columns of Λ.
By Bosio’s condition (i), h has dimension m. Let exp: Cn → (C∗)n. The
action by exp h ⊂ (C∗)n on Cn, induced by the natural (C∗)n-action, is
a Cm–action that commutes with the diagonal C∗–action. Then [Bos] the
group exp h acts freely and properly on U(T ∗), so we can define
N := U(T ∗)/ exp h.
Manifolds arising from this construction are called LVMB manifolds [LdM-V,
M, Bos]. They have a very rich geometry.
Every LVMB manifold N admits a noteworthy smooth holomorphic fo-
liation F , which has been investigated by several authors [LN, M, MV, CZ,
B, Tam, PU, U, PUV]. Following [U], we can simply describe the leaves of
F as the orbits of the action of exp h on N , which descends from the action
on U(T ∗). There is also on N an induced action of the abelian complex
group given by the quotient of (C∗)n/ exp(h) by diag(C∗). This group has
the same complex dimension asN , n−1−m, and has a dense open orbit in
N . It also contains a real group isomorphic to (S1)n/diag(S1). With respect
to any metric that makes this real group act by isometries, the foliation F is
Riemannian [BZ1, Sect. 2.3.2].
We thus have the following
Theorem 1.1. An LVMB datum {Λ, T ∗} determines a compact complex mani-
fold N of dimension n − 1 − m. This manifold is endowed with a holomorphic
Riemannian foliation F . Moreover there is an abelian complex group of same di-
mension acting on N with a dense open orbit. In the limiting case n = 2m + 1,
the manifold N is a compact complex torus, but whenever n > 2m + 1, N is not
Ka¨hler.
Another entry point of LVMB theory is that of moment-angle manifolds.
This point of view was developed by Tambour and Panov-Ustinovsky [Tam,
PU]. The latter authors and Battisti [B] are precursors to the toric methods
established by Ishida [I], who also proved a remarkable group-theoretic
characterization of LVMB manifolds as a large subclass of the class of com-
plex manifolds that admit a so-called maximal torus action. Namely, the ac-
tion of a compact torusG on a manifoldM is called maximal when there ex-
ists x ∈M such that dimRG+dimRGx = dimRM , whereGx is the isotropy
subgroup at x. For LVMB manifolds, the torus G is the above-mentioned
real group isomorphic to (S1)n/diag(S1). In [U] Ustinovsky shows that
the family of complex manifolds presented in [PU] coincides with Ishida’s
complex manifolds admitting a maximal torus action.
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1.2. Duality LVMB-data↔ fans and (quasi)lattices. In this section we il-
lustrate how, via Gale duality, we are able to pass from a set of data to the
other. Let W = (w1, . . . , wn) denote a vector configuration in some real,
finite-dimensional vector space. We define the set of relations of W by
Rel(W ) :=
{
(α1, . . . , αn)
∣∣∣∑αjwj = 0} ⊂ Rn.
We say that a vector configuration W is balanced when
∑
wj = 0; we say
that it is graded when there exists an affine hyperplane not passing through
the origin that contains all vectors of W . A graded configuration of vectors
is a useful way to represent and manipulate a configuration of points, i.e.
elements of an affine space.
Now consider an LVMB datum {Λ, T ∗}. Let A be a 2m-dimensional
affine subspace of R2m+1 not passing through the origin. Send the con-
figuration ΛR = (ΛR1 , . . . ,Λ
R
n), defined in Section 1.1, in A via an affine real
isomorphism from R2m to A. This determines a graded vector configura-
tion W (Λ) in R2m+1. Consider a (n− 2m− 1)× n matrix whose rows are a
basis of Rel(W (Λ)). The n columns of this matrix form a vector configura-
tion in Rn−2m−1 that we denote V . This configuration is said to be in Gale
duality with the configuration ΛR. The configuration V is balanced, and
also odd since n− (n− 2m− 1) is odd.
The collection T of all the complements (in {1, . . . , n}) of elements of T ∗
is a triangulation of V (cf. [DL-R-S]). Roughly speaking, a triangulation
of V is the simplicial complex determined by a simplicial fan whose ray
generators form a subset of V .
Therefore, we have obtained, from {Λ, T ∗}, a triangulated vector config-
uration {V, T }, which is unique up to an ambient real linear automorphism–
for our purposes we can consider {V, T } uniquely determined by {Λ, T ∗}.
Elements of T are called simplices. As in [M] each index in the intersection
of all of the bases of T ∗ is an indispensable index of T ∗. We denote by k the
number of such indices and we will always assume that j ∈ {1, · · · , n} is
indispensable if and only if j > n − k. Any indispensable index i of T ∗
will not appear in any simplex of T ; it is called a ghost index of T , and vi
is called a ghost vector. By properties of Gale duality [DL-R-S, 4.1.38 (iv)],
for any τ ∈ T the vectors (vj)j∈τ are linearly independent, so they generate
a simplicial cone denoted cone(τ). One can check that Bosio’s conditions
are equivalent to the fact that the collection of these cones for all τ ∈ T
determines a complete simplicial fan ∆ [BZ1, Prop. 2.1] ; this fan is not
necessarily rational. The non necessarily closed additive subgroup Q of
Rn−2m−1 generated by v1, . . . , vn is called a quasilattice (cf. [P]). We always
see Q as embedded, i.e. Q is a shorthand for the pair (Rn−2m−1, Q).
In the introduction we have described how a toric datum, and, more
precisely, a Prato’s datum, can be encoded in a triangulated vector con-
figuration. In more detail, consider the triple (∆, {v1, . . . , vh}, Q) where
∆ ⊂ Rd is a complete fan, {v1, . . . , vh} is a set of fan rays generators and
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Q is a quasilattice in Rd containing these generators. Then a corresponding
triangulated vector configuration, balanced and odd, is a pair {V, T } with
V = (v1, . . . , vn) a vector configuration inRd such that the first h vectors co-
incide with the given generators above, Q = SpanZ{v1, . . . , vn},
∑
i vi = 0
and n − d = 2m + 1, with m ∈ N. On the other hand T , as we have seen,
corresponds to the fan cones and it is a combinatorial datum. Remark that
we may have to add vectors to the set {v1, . . . , vh} in order to have all the
above conditions satisfied. Notice that, in the classical toric setting, Q is a
fixed lattice and the generators are taken to be primitive in Q. However,
here we can take non primitive generators , and, in fact, any set of genera-
tors is allowed, as long as the quasilattice Q is chosen consistently.
Once a balanced and odd triangulated vector configuration on {V, T } is
given, Gale duality yields a (non unique) LVMB datum as follows:
Consider a (n−d = 2m+1)×n matrix whose rows are a basis of Rel(V ).
The n columns of this matrix form a vector configuration in R2m+1 that we
denote ΛR, unique up to an ambient real linear automorphism. Reversing
the construction of Section 1.1 yields the configuration Λ in Cm, which is
not unique up to an ambient complex affine automorphism (see [BZ1, Sec-
tion 2.2.2] for details). The complements of bases in the triangulation T
form a virtual chamber T ∗, so we obtain an LVMB datum {Λ, T ∗}. Due to
the non uniquess of Λ, we actually obtain from {V, T } a family of (closely
related) LVMB manifolds. We propose to call two members of such a family
virtually biholomorphic. The questions posed by the non-uniqueness of the
Gale duality correspondence are treated in our paper [BZ2], in preparation.
To complete this preliminary section let us recall how to measure the
nonrationality of a vector configuration V . Consider the space of linear
relations Rel(V ) ⊂ Rn, of dimension n − d. We say that a real subspace of
Rn is rational when it admits a real basis of vectors in Qn (equivalently, Zn).
We define a(V ) as the dimension of the largest rational space contained in
Rel(V ), and b(V ) as the dimension of the smallest rational space containing
Rel(V ) (our number a(V ) is closely related to the number a defined in [M]).
Then 0 ≤ a(V ) ≤ n− d ≤ b(V ) ≤ n.
The configuration is called rational when Rel(V ) is rational or, equiva-
lently, a(V ) = n − d, or b(V ) = n − d. Otherwise 2 + a(V ) ≤ b(V ), and all
such values are possible.
Notice that SpanZ(V ) is an honest lattice if and only if the configuration
V is rational. These numbers determine the topology of the generic leaves
of the foliation F and their closures [BZ1, Sect. 2.3], for example generic
leaves are homeomorphic to (S1)a(V )−1 × R2m−a(V )+1. If the configuration
is rational, that is a(V ) = b(V ) = 2m+ 1, all leaves are closed (see [MV] for
a full study of this case). On the other hand there are nonrational configu-
rations V such that a(V ) = 1; in these cases the generic leaf is Cm.
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2. TORIC AND LVMB GEOMETRY
In this section we present, in form of synthetic statements, some of the
results that we proved in [BZ1], adding some new features. For each result
we outline the argument of the proof.
Theorem 2.1. Let {Λ, T ∗} be an LVMB-datum and let (N,F) be the correspond-
ing LVMB manifold. Let {V, T } be the triangulated vector configuration Gale
dual to {Λ, T ∗}. Let (∆, Q, {v1, . . . , vh}) be the fan, quasilattice and ray gener-
ators encoded in {V, T } and let X be the toric quasifold associated to this triple.
Then the leaf space N/F is biholomorphic to X .
First of all let us recall how we obtain X . From the Audin-Cox-Delzant
construction [Au, C, D] and its nonrational complex generalization [BP1],
it is known that to (∆, Q, {v1, . . . , vh}) there corresponds a geometric quo-
tient X = U ′(∆)/G, where U ′(∆) is an open subset of Ch that depends on
the combinatorics of ∆, and NC is a complex subgroup of (C∗)h that de-
pends on Q and on the vectors v1, . . . , vh. If the configuration is rational
(resp. nonrational), then X is a complex manifold or a complex orbifold
(resp. a non Hausdorff complex quasifold) of dimension d, acted on holo-
morphically by the torus (resp. quasitorus) Cd/Q (cf. [Au, C, P, BP1]); the
construction in [BP1, Thm 2.2] can be adapted to the nonpolytopal case.
Quasifolds generalize orbifolds: the local model is a quotient of a manifold
by the smooth action of a finite or countable group, non free on a closed
subset of topological codimension at least 2 ([P], see also [BP3]). Let us
describe more precisely how we construct X , and its relation with N . Let
(1) Uˆ(T ∗) =:
⋃
τ∗∈T ∗
{ (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Cn | ∀j ∈ τ∗, zj 6= 0} .
Then U(T ∗) is just the projectivization of Uˆ(T ∗). Consider Cn = Ch × Ck,
thenU ′(∆) is exactly the projection onto the first factor of Uˆ(T ∗). The mani-
foldN is given by the quotientU(T ∗)/ exp(h). In order to pass from {Λ, T ∗}
to {V, T }, let us identify R2m with the affine space A = {(1, x1, . . . , x2m)} ⊂
R2m+1 (cf. Section 1.2). Then the leaf spaceN/ exp(h) can be naturally iden-
tified with
Uˆ(T ∗)/ exp(Rel(V )C).
On the other hand X is the orbit space U ′(∆)/NC, endowed with the quo-
tient topology. Here
(2) N = exp
(
{a ∈ Rh |
h∑
i=1
aivi ∈ Q}
)
and
(3) NC = exp
(
{a ∈ Ch |
h∑
i=1
aivi ∈ Q}
)
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are subgroups of (S1)h and (C∗)h respectively (see [P, BP1] for details).
When h = n, we have SpanZ{v1, . . . , vh} = Q, therefore exp(Rel(V )C) =
NC. Moreover, Uˆ(T ∗) = U ′(∆). Thus the leaf space N/F and X are nat-
urally identified. When h < n, we can define the map f : N/F → X as
follows: let [z1, . . . , zn] ∈ Uˆ(T ∗)/(exp(Rel(V )C). Notice that, by (1), zj 6= 0
for all j = h + 1, . . . , n. Because of the properties of (V, T ), there exists
b ∈ Rel(V )C such that e2piibj · zj = 1, for all j = h+ 1, . . . , n. The mapping
f([z1, . . . , zh, zh+1, . . . , zn]) = [e
2piib1z1, . . . , e
2piibhzh]
is well defined and identifies the leaf space N/F and X as complex quo-
tients. Let us check these properties of f . Let b, b′ ∈ Rel(V )C such that
e2piibj · zj = e2piib′j · zj = 1, for all j = h + 1, . . . , n. Then
∑h
j=1(bj −
b′j)vj ∈ SpanZ{vh+1, . . . , vn} ⊂ Q. Therefore (e2pii(b1−b
′
1), . . . , e2pii(bh−b′h)) ∈
NC, thus the map f does not depend on the choice of b. Similarly it can
be checked that f does not depend on the class representative z and that
it is injective. Surjectivity is immediate. We can construct complex atlases
for the two quotients Uˆ(T ∗)/ exp(Rel(V )C) and U ′(∆)/NC very similarly
(cf. [BP1, Theorem 2.1] and the proof of [BZ1, Lemma 3.2]), namely us-
ing holomorphic slices for the action of the respective groups given by
(z1, . . . , zd) → (z1, . . . , zd, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−d
) and (z1, . . . , zd) → (z1, . . . , zd, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
h−d
).
The map f , locally, is just the identity. We deduce that, in particular, the
complex structure induced by (N,F) on the leaf space depends only on
(∆, Q, {v1, . . . , vh}). In particular it does not depend on the choice of ghost
vectors, nor on the choice of the Gale dual LVMB datum. This is consistent
with [MV, Theorem G,(iii)]. The (quasi)torus
Cd/Q ' Ch/NC ' Cn/ exp(Rel(V )C)
acts on X holomorphically with a dense open orbit.
Remark 2.2. If Q is a lattice then X is a toric orbifold, if Q is a lattice and the
vi are primitive then X is the toric variety associated to ∆, with no additional
orbifold structure.
Remark 2.3. Remark that the action of the group N does induce a holomorphic
foliation on U ′(∆). However, since N is, in general, for rational and nonrational
configurations, not connected, the leaf space is not X (see for a nonrational ex-
ample [BP2] and for a rational example [BZ1, Example 2.4.2]). Following [MV],
this problem is overcome in our construction by ”increasing the dimension” (cf.
[BZ1, Example 2.4.2]).
We will see this same phenomenon in the symplectic setting with the variant of
the Delzant construction introduced in Section 4.
Theorem 2.4. Let (∆, Q, {v1, . . . , vh}) be a complete fan, a quasilattice and ray
generators in Q. Let X be the toric quasifold associated to this triple. Then there
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exists an LVMB manifold (N,F) whose leaf space is biholomorphic toX ; there are
infinitely many such LVMB manifolds.
By Section 1.2 it is sufficient to consider a triangulated vector configu-
ration {V, T } encoding (∆, Q, {v1, . . . , vh}). We then take any Gale dual
LVMB–datum {Λ, T ∗}. This determines an LVMB manifold N , whose leaf
spaceN/F can be identified withX by Theorem 2.1. The next two corollar-
ies are proved in the polytopal case in [MV, Theorem G]; the first is proved,
in this generality, in [CZ].
Corollary 2.5. Let (∆, L, {v1, . . . , vh}) be a complete fan, lattice and primitive
ray generators in L and let X be the toric variety determined by this triple. Then
there exists an infinite family of LVMB manifold (N,F) whose leaf space is biholo-
morphic to X .
Corollary 2.6. Let (∆, L, {v1, . . . , vh}) be a complete fan, lattice and ray genera-
tors in L and let X be the toric variety obtained from this triple, with the orbifold
structure determined by the ray generators multiplicities. Then there exists an in-
finite family of LVMB manifolds (N,F) whose leaf space is biholomorphic to X ,
with its orbifold structure.
In conclusion, LVMB manifolds, through Gale duality, model rational
and nonrational complete simplicial varieties, not necessarily projective,
and avoid all singularities [BZ1]. We note also the interesting announce-
ment of Katzarkov–Lupercio–Meersseman–Verjovsky [KLMV] that the non-
rational LVM manifolds can also serve as a model for a notion of noncom-
mutative (projective, simplicial) toric varieties.
3. THE POLYTOPAL CASE
In this section we specialize to polytopal fans: we say that a fan ∆ is
polytopal when it is the dual (or normal) fan to some polytope P . Loosely
speaking, this happens when there exists a polytope P such that the fan
rays are normal to the polytope facets, and the other cones of ∆ are related
to the faces of P by an inclusion-reversing bijection. This implies important
properties for the corresponding spaces. For example it is well known that
a toric variety is projective if and only if its fan is polytopal. An analogous
result, whose proof was completed by Ishida in 2015, holds at the level of
LVMB manifolds. First we need to recall a definition: a complex foliated
manifold (N,F) is transversely Ka¨hler when there exists a closed (1, 1) form
ω on N such that ωx(X, JX) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ X and for all X ∈ TxX , with
equality if and only if X is tangent to F . We then have:
Theorem 3.1. Let (Λ1, . . . ,Λn) be an affine point configuration in Cm, together
with the choice of a virtual chamber T ∗, satisfying Bosio’s conditions. Let ∆ be the
associated fan. Then the LVMB manifold (N,F) corresponding to (Λ1, . . . ,Λn) is
transversely Ka¨hler if and only if ∆ is polytopal.
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Proof of the inverse implication by [LN] (for m = 1) and [M] (for m ≥ 2);
proof of the direct implication by [CZ] under condition (K). The general
case is due to [I, Theorem 5.7].
Polytopality has several further characterizations, depending on the view-
point we want to stress. Here is a list:
1. the fan ∆ is polytopal;
⇔ 2. the foliation F is transversely Ka¨hler;
⇔ 3. The triangulation is regular
⇔ 4. There exists a height function on V that induces T
⇔ 5. The virtual chamber defines a nonempty chamber, i.e.,⋂α C˚α 6= ∅
⇔ 6. There exists ν ∈ R2m such that ∀τ ⊂ {1 . . . n}, τ ∈ T if and only if ν
is in the interior of the convex hull of
{
ΛRj | j ∈ τ c
}
Note that 4. is the explicit definition of 3. We refer to [DL-R-S] for details
on triangulations and the meaning of regularity.
Let us mention, in conclusion, some result about the topology of the leaf
space. The Betti numbers of a complex toric quasifold are computed in
[Ba, 3.3], under the polytopality assumption: odd Betti numbers are zero,
even Betti numbers give the h-vector of the corresponding fan. This re-
sult is proved for the larger class of simplicial shellable fans in [BZ1, Theo-
rem 3.1], where the basic cohomology of the foliated manifold (N,F) yields
the cohomology of the leaf space. We also prove, by adding back polytopal-
ity, that the basic cohomology is generated in degree two. Furthemore El
Kacimi’s theorem [EK, 3.4.7] applies and gives the Hard Lefschetz theorem
for the basic cohomology of LVM manifolds.
4. A VARIANT OF THE DELZANT CONSTRUCTION
The construction introduced by Delzant in [D] allows to explicitly con-
struct, via symplectic reduction, a symplectic toric manifold from a Delzant
polytope. This is a convex polytope of full dimension in (Rd)∗ that is sim-
ple, rational and satisfies a certain integrality condition. Roughly speaking
a Delzant polytope P , at each vertex, looks like an orthant at the origin.
Simple means that, for each vertex ν, there are exactly d facets of P meeting
at ν. The fan ∆ normal to P is the fan ∆ ⊂ Rd whose rays are normal to
the polytope facets and have inward pointing directions. The polytope P
is simple if and only if the fan ∆ is simplicial. The polytope P is rational
if there exists a lattice L in Rd with respect to which ∆ is rational. Du-
ality yields a bijective correspondence between the polytope vertices and
the fan maximal cones. The Delzant’s integrality condition is satisfied if,
for each vertex ν, the primitive ray generators of its corresponding max-
imal cone give a basis of L. On the other hand a symplectic toric mani-
fold (M,ω) is a compact, connected, symplectic manifold equipped with
the effective Hamiltonian action of a torus T such that dimM = 2 dimT .
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By torus in this section we mean a compact torus, that is a torus isomor-
phic to (S1)r, for some r ∈ N>0. The convexity theorem of Atiyah [A] and
Guillemin–Stenberg [GS1] asserts that, if (M,ω) is a compact, connected,
symplectic manifold, endowed with the Hamiltonian action of a torus T ,
with group lattice L and Lie algebra t = L⊗Z R, then the image of the cor-
responding moment mapping Φ is a rational convex polytope in t∗, called
moment polytope. A very important application of the convexity theorem
is the Delzant’s theorem, that completely classifies symplectic toric mani-
folds: the moment polytope of a symplectic toric manifold (M,T, ω,Φ) is
a Delzant polytope P ; in turn, P uniquely determines (M,T, ω,Φ) up to
equivariant symplectomorphims. A key point in the proof of this theorem
is the above-mentioned procedure, that allows to construct, from a given
Delzant polytope, a symplectic toric manifold. This has proved to be an
extremely fruitful tool, in symplectic and contact geometry, with a great
variety of applications.
We present here a simple variant of this construction, that, as we will see,
also applies to the generalizations of the Delzant procedure introduced by
Lerman-Tolman [LT] and Prato [P]. Furthemore, our variant is strictly re-
lated to the LVM manifolds described in the previous section. But let us
recall first the classical Delzant construction. Let L be a lattice of rank d
in Rd. A convex polytope P in (Rd)∗ can be always written as intersection
of closed half spaces. When these closed half spaces are in bijective corre-
spondence with the polytope facets, this intersection is said to be minimal:
P = ∩hj=1{µ ∈ (Rd)∗ | 〈µ, vj〉 ≥ lj}.
Here the vi are taken to be primitive and inward pointing, the li’s are real
coefficients determined by the vi. Denote V = (v1, . . . , vh). Let N be the
subtorus of (S1)h defined in (2). The integrality condition implies that N =
exp(Rel(V )). The induced action of this group on Ch is Hamiltonian with
respect to the standard Ka¨hler form of Ch. Let Ψ: Ch → (Rel(V ))∗ be the
corresponding moment mapping (the choice of the constant is such that
Ψ(0) = i∗(
∑h
j=1 lje
∗
j ), where i : Rel(V ) ↪→ Rh is the inclusion). Then the
reduced space Ψ−1(0)/N is the toric symplectic manifold (MP ,Rd/L, ω,Φ)
of dimension d, with moment polytope P . Notice that Rd/L ' (S1)h/N.
The question that we want to pose is: what happens if we consider an
intersection of half spaces that is not minimal? And what is the relation
of this set-up with LVM manifolds and the previous sections? Let us start
with the following
Proposition 4.1. Consider n ≥ h. Let L be a lattice in Rd and let P be the
Delzant polytope in (Rd)∗ defined by a not necessarily minimal intersection
P = ∩nj=1{µ ∈ (Rd)∗ | 〈µ, vj〉 ≥ lj},
where
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• v1 . . . , vh are primitive in L and generate the h rays of the normal fan to
P ;
and, if n > h,
• for each j = h+ 1, . . . , n, vj ∈ L
• P ⊂ {µ ∈ (Rd)∗ | 〈µ, vj〉 > lj}, with j = h+ 1, . . . , n
Consider V = (v1, . . . , vn) and take the subgroup N = exp(Rel(V )) ⊂ (S1)n.
Let Ψ be the moment mapping with respect to the induced action of N on Cn. Then
the reduced space M = Ψ−1(0)/N is a compact symplectic manifold of dimension
2d, endowed with the effective Hamiltonian action of the torus Rd/L such that
the image of the corresponding moment mapping is exactly P . Namely M is the
symplectic toric manifold (MP ,Rd/L, ω,Φ) corresponding to P .
Notice that there are no conditions on the vectors vj , j = h + 1, . . . , n.
They only have to lie in the latticeL. As in the previous sections, repetitions
are allowed, and even zero vectors. These last yield degenerate half-spaces,
coinciding with the whole space (Rd)∗. We are allowed to add as many half
spaces as we want. The proof of the Delzant procedure applies with no sub-
stantial changes. The key observation is that N acts freely on Ψ−1(0). We
will later need the explicit expression of Ψ: let M ∈ Mn×(n−d)(R) be a ma-
trix whose columns give a basis of Rel(V ). Then, expressed in components
with respect the basis of (Rel(V ))∗ dual to that basis, we have:
(4) Ψ(z) = (|z1|2 + l1, . . . , |zn|2 + ln)M.
In particular, when the configuration is balanced, we can always take the
first column to be (1, . . . , 1), so that one of the components of Ψ is
(5) (
n∑
i=1
(|zi|2 + l),
with l =
∑n
i=1 li. Therefore Ψ
−1(0) is contained in the sphere S2n−1r of
radius r = −l.
Remark 4.2. If, for some indices {j1, . . . , jr} ⊂ {h + 1, . . . , n}, the third re-
quirement is dropped, that is the hyperplanes {µ ∈ (Rd)∗ | 〈µ, vjk〉 = ljk} may
intersect P , the construction can still be followed step by step. But, in this case,
0 is not a regular value of Ψ and the level set Ψ−1(0) is not smooth. However,
the reduced space continues to be smooth. This phenomenon was observed and
thoroughly investigated by Guillemin-Sternberg in [GS2]. Since the Delzant con-
dition ensures that for each z ∈ Ψ−1(0) the isotropy group Nz is connected, there
are no orbifold singularities in the quotient Ψ−1(0)/N.
Recall that the Delzant procedure was generalized by Lerman-Tolman
[LT] to the cases in which P is a simple convex polytope, rational with
respect to a lattice L, and the vectors vi are not necessarily primitive in L.
Prato further generalized the Delzant construction, so as to include the non-
rational setting: letP be simple convex polytope. A triple (P,Q, {v1, . . . , vh}),
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with Q a quasilattice and vi ∈ Q generators of the normal fan to P , will
be called a symplectic Prato’s datum. The resulting reduced space is a
symplectic toric quasifold M , of dimension 2d, determined by the triple
(P,Q, {v1, . . . , vh}). When Q = L is a lattice, the Lerman-Tolman case is
recovered, the resulting reduced space is the symplectic toric orbifold de-
termined by (P,Q, {v1, . . . , vh}). When Q = L is a lattice, the vectors are
primitive and the polytope is Delzant, the resulting reduced space is the
symplectic toric manifold MP .
We now state a proposition similar to Proposition 4.1 for the above de-
scribed cases. This variant may be useful for all cases such that
SpanZ{v1, . . . , vh} $ Q,
where Q is a (quasi)lattice. This can happen when the polytope is not
Delzant or when the first h vectors are not primitive (Q = L is a lattice)
or in the nonrational setting. We then have exp(Rel(v1, . . . , vh)) $ N. That
is N is not connected.
By extending Proposition 4.1 we obtain the same reduced spaces result-
ing from the generalized Delzant procedure, however, the group N with
respect to which we perform the symplectic reduction is connected. It is
enough to increase the number of half-spaces, exactly as observed in Sec-
tion 2, in the complex set-up.
Proposition 4.3. Let (P,Q, {v1, . . . , vh}) a symplectic Prato’s datum. Let n ≥ h
and let P be given by
P = ∩nj=1{µ ∈ (Rd)∗ | 〈µ, vj〉 ≥ lj},
where:
• SpanZ{v1, . . . , vn} = Q;
and, if n > h
• P ⊂ {µ ∈ (Rd)∗ | 〈µ, vj〉 > lj}, with j = h+ 1, . . . , n.
Let V = (v1, . . . , vn) and consider the subgroup N = exp(Rel(V )) in (S1)n. Let
Ψ be the moment mapping with respect to the induced action of N on Cn. Then
the reduced space M = Ψ−1(0)/N is endowed with the effective Hamiltonian
action of the quasitorus Rd/Q. The image of the corresponding moment mapping
Φ is exactly P . Moreover M is equivariantly symplectomorphic to the sympletic
quasifold (orbifold) determined by (P,Q, {v1, . . . , vh}).
The generalized Delzant procedure [P] applies with no essential changes.
We only have to check that M can be identified with the symplectic quasi-
fold M ′ determined by (P,Q, {v1, . . . , vh}). We outline the argument: let
M ′ = (Ψ′)−1(0)/N’ be the symplectic quasifold corresponding to (P,Q, {v1, . . . , vh}).
Let Φ′ be the moment mapping with respect to action of the quasitorus
Rd/Q such that Φ′(M ′) = P . Consider the natural inclusion Rh ⊂ Rn. We
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may view Rel(v1, . . . , vh) as a subset of Rel(V ). This allows to write explic-
itly an equivariant map (Ψ′)−1(0) i→ Ψ−1(0) that induces a symplectomor-
phism M ′ → M . The key point is to verify that N′ at z and N at i(z) have
the same stabilizers, where N′ and N are defined in (2) and, in particular,
N = exp(Rel(V )).
Finally notice that, as in Remark 4.2, we can consider the cases in which
the condition P ⊂ {µ ∈ (Rd)∗ | 〈µ, vj〉 > lj} is dropped for some indices in
{h+1, . . . , n}. Although the level set is singular, the resulting reduced space
is a manifold, orbifold or quasifold. These degenerate cases turn out to be
relevant in various instances, see for example [BGM], [BP4, Remark 2.6]
and [BP5].
Remark 4.4. Consider the datum (P,Q, {v1, . . . , vh}) and a non minimal, non
degenerate presentation of P . By applying the generalized Delzant procedure to
this presentation, as in Proposition 4.3, we obtain the reduced space corresponding
to (P,Q, {v1, . . . , vh}). However, the group that we use for the reduction is always
connected and of arbitrarily high dimension. In the Delzant case, by Remark 4.2,
non degeneracy can be dropped.
Symplectic and complex quotients can often be identified via a natural
homeomorphism or diffeomorphim. These kind of results can be dated
back to the work by Kempf and Ness [K] and Kirwan [Ki], and apply to
a number of settings, of finite and infinite dimension. A model example
is given by the standard actions of S1 and (S1)C = C∗ on Cn. It is a toric
example: let the polytope P be the simplex in Rn−1, with vertices the origin
and re1, . . . , ren−1, with r = −l. The fan ∆ is its normal fan. By (5) the
moment mapping with respect to the S1-action is Ψ(z) =
∑n
i=1 |zi|2−r. The
zero level set is therefore the sphere S2n−1r . WhileU ′(∆) = U(T ) = Cn\{0}.
We have the following diagram:
S2n−1r
  //

Cn \ {0}

S2n−1r /S1
χ // CPn−1
The inclusion of the zero level set in U ′(∆) induces a diffeomorphim at
the level of the quotients, moreover the symplectic structure on S2n−1r /S1
is compatible with the complex structure of CPn−1 and induces a Ka¨hler
structure on the projective space, multiple of the Fubini-Study metric. This
principle holds also in our case. Assume from now on the hypotheses of
Proposition 4.3 and take {V, T } to be the corresponding triangulated vec-
tor configuration, namely V = {v1, . . . , vn} and T the triangulation deter-
mined by the fan ∆. A simple adaptation of [BP1, Theorem 3.2] yields the
following
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Proposition 4.5. The level set Ψ−1(0) is contained in Uˆ(T ∗). This inclusion
induces an equivariant diffeomorphism
χ : Ψ−1(0)/ exp(Rel(V ))→ Uˆ(T ∗)/ exp(Rel(V )C)
with respect to the actions of the quasitorus Rd/Q and the complex quasitorus
Cd/Q. Moreover the induced symplectic form on the complex quasifold Uˆ(T ∗)/ exp(Rel(V )C
is Ka¨hler.
We now insert our foliated complex manifold (N,F) in this picture. Let
{Λ, T ∗} an LVMB datum Gale dual to {V, T }. Then the columns of the
matrix
M =
1 | Λ
R
1 |
...
1 | ΛRn |

are a basis ofRel(V ). Recall formulae (4) and (5) and consider the following
commutative diagram:
S2n−1r ⊃ Ψ−1(0) 
 iˆ //
S1

Uˆ(T ∗) ⊂ Cn \ {0}
C∗

S2n−1r /S1 ⊃ Ψ−1(0)/S1 
 i //
exp(Rel(V ))/S1

f
++
U(T ∗) ⊂ CPn−1
exp(h)

N
exp(h)

M
χ // X
.
The composition of the vertical maps on the left-hand side give the quotient
map by the group exp(Rel(V )), while the composition of the vertical maps
on the right-hand side give the quotient map by the group exp(Rel(V )C.
From Proposition 4.5 and the proof of [BP1, Theorem 3.2] we know that,
for each z ∈ Ψ−1(0) ⊂ Uˆ(T ∗), the orbit exp(Rel(V )C) · z intersects Ψ−1(0)
exactly in the orbit exp(Rel(V ))·z. Moreover the orbit exp(iRel(V ))·z inter-
sects Ψ−1(0) transversally, only in z. This still holds for Ψ−1(0)/S1 and the
orbits exp(Rel(V )C/C)·z and exp(iRel(V )/iR)·z. Since exp(h)∩(S1)n = {1}
we have that the orbit exp(h) · z intersects Ψ−1(0)/S1 transversally, only in
z. Therefore f is a diffeomorphism. This is similar to [M, Pag 83]. Fur-
thermore, f sends exp(Rel(V ))/S1-orbits in Ψ−1(0)/S1 onto exp(h)-orbits
in N . Now let ω be the presymplectic form on Ψ−1(0)/S1 induced by the
standard Ka¨hler form in Cn (cf. [MV, Proposition D]). Then, by the sym-
plectic reduction properties, at each point p ∈ Ψ−1(0)/S1, the kernel of ω
is the tangent space to the exp(Rel(V ))/S1–orbit through p. Thus the ker-
nel of (f−1)∗(ω) is the tangent space to the leaf exp(h) · f(p). Moreover,
(f−1)∗(ω) is clearly compatible with the complex structure onN . Therefore
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the form (f−1)∗(ω) endows (N,F) with a transversely Ka¨hler structure.
This is of course, as we have seen in Section 3, a well known result, that we
recover in our variant of the Delzant construction picture. This responds to
a suggestion of [MV, pg. 74].
We conclude by recalling some recent results of Ishida [I], where he
adopts symplectic methods to the study of complex manifolds admitting
a maximal torus action. He proves a theorem analogous to the Atiyah and
Guillemin-Sternberg convexity theorem, in the context of foliated mani-
folds endowed with a transversely symplectic form. Using this theorem
he proves the direct implication of Theorem 3.1, conjectured in [CZ].
Finally, in connection with this symplectic view-point, let us mention the
very recent preprint by Nguyen and Ratiu [NR].
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